
The Politicians Are Plotting 

The Orks Are Restless 

And the World Is Changing Around You 

The New Season of Shadowrun Missions— 

Welcome Back to Seattle 
 
The newest season of the Shadowrun Missions campaign takes players back to Shadowrun’s hometown of Seattle, 

where they’ll visit some old haunts, see a few old faces, and play a role in shaping the future of the Emerald City! This 

season will feature two main plotlines for the characters to get tangled in. And they’re playing for more than just fun—

their choices can affect the story. 

 

One plot arc throws the characters in the hidden city that is Seattle’s Ork Underground; the other drops them in the 

swirl of activities surrounding the ongoing pursuit for the recovery of powerful magic artifacts. 

 

Buried Underground puts runners in the middle of the fight over the future of the Ork Underground. The Ork 

Rights Coalition is demanding full district status for the Underground, and they’re quite willing to use violence to get 

their way. Kenneth Brackhaven and the government of Seattle are weighing the decision and adding their own hidden 

motives to the equation. Both sides in this side are more than willing to take out anyone who gets in the way of their 

plans. In this plotline, runners might run into: 

 

William MacCallister—Shadowrunner Turned Fixer. Working for the O.R.C, MacCallister is driven by a thirst for 

vengeance for his brutally murdered daughter.  

 

Dana Oaks—Metroplex District Attorney. Oaks is determined to crack down on the rampant crime in the Ork 

Underground. She doesn’t like shadowrunners, but she’ll use them is she needs to. 

 

Athena Tatopoulos—KSAF Chief Editor. A mystery woman who hasn’t been seen in public in more than two years, 

Tatopoulos is focused on uncovering the real story behind the brewing showdown in the Underground. 

 

Joe Martin—NewsNet Special Reporter. Martin looks and acts like a walking cliché of every trid news anchor, but 

his smarmy attitude covers up the heart of a real journalist, one who isn’t afraid to get in the trenches and dig for the 

real story. 

 

The Artifact Rush of 2072: The rush is on! The Draco and Atlantean Foundations are scrambling to get their hands 

on artifacts popping up around the globe and unlock their secrets, and the shadows are rife with opportunity as these 

two organizations look for support wherever they can get it. Meanwhile, two ancient creatures, who have the wealth 

and power of Wuxing and Saeder-Krupp at their disposal, look to find an opening to snatch artifacts for themselves. 

The shadows are crowded with people like: 

 

Laurent Nazaire—Atlantean Foundation. A dwarf magician from Quebec, Laurent runs the Atlantean Foundation’s 

Seattle branch. Open, down to earth, and kind Nazaire and has the kind of squeaky-clean reputation that makes 

shadowrunners wonder what he’s hiding. 

 

Arturo Corso—Draco Foundation. An eccentric, reclusive billionaire with one of the largest collections of rare books 

and magical artifacts on the planet, Arturo has recently partnered with the Draco Foundation to study the artifacts the 

Foundation is trying to acquire. 

 

Simon Andrews—Saeder-Krupp. Andrews is a changeling and freelance magical consultant. Who looks like a man-

sized bipedal lizard. And eats live mice. And, to top it all off, works for a dragon. 

 

Lin Yao Chuang—Wuxing. An elven adept, Lin Yao is the great dragon Lung’s eyes and ears in Seattle. No one 

really wants to know what Lung plans to do with the information Lin Yao is feeding him. 

 

Watch the CGL Shadowrun Missions site for more info!  

http://www.shadowrun4.com/missions/index.shtml 

 


